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battleground for suppliers to integrate
back office functions into software
packages. For many Channel Pattners
the billing platform will be the only
piece of bespoke software they deploy
and as a central hub it makes sense to
opt for something which comes with
additional benefits like CRM.
Sean Marsh commented "The
increased blending of billing and CRM
into one solution is exactly what the
channel needs going forward. Resellers
simply provide three core functions;
billing, customer service (support),
and sales. These three core functions
are mutually dependent on each other.
Without any sales, there is no need
for support or billing, >vithout support
there's no provisioning and service so
again no need to sell or bill and finally
without billing what's the point of
selling and supporting the customer.
By combining the three functions into
one simple solution enables a smooth
business process from end to end."
Disneur commented, "Incorporating
functionality from other types of
applications into the billing platform,
CRM and accounts functionality
for example, may sound good on
paper but, in reality, is unlikely to
deliver the results a CP is looking for.

What reasonable expectation could
any billing software vendor have of
emulating the range of functionality
available in mass market CRMs such
as Microsoft's Dynamics CRM
or Salesforce?
The one exception to this rule is
in the area of service management.
Functionality that's specific to network
service management is likely to be
useful in a billing platform and unlikely
to come fi.·om anywhere else. This is
especially the case if the billing platform
also offers functionality for provisioning
lines and managing faults with WLR3.
The truth is that no one software
solution will ever do everything. An
effective back office solution must be
formed with ' best-of-breed' software
packages that are integrated ·with
APis. This will deliver far greater
results than one product alone could
ever hope to achieve."
Dave Dadds, CEO, VanillaiP said,
"As a channel we can't avoid CRM
simply because they could end up as
competitors attacking the customer's
telephony. Especially when you consider
CRM providers purchasing SBC vendors
such as Oracle and Acme Packet,
notwithstanding that Oracle is more
than just a CRM provider.

Mark Curtis-Wood, Head of
Network Services at Nimans
CBM: Is cloud vs on premise
still a conversation that needs to
be had?
MCW: People are still nervous
about where their data is being
held so the cloud von-premise
conversation remains relevant.
Billing is so business c1·itical that
it's vital no problems arise. Not
just in terms of cash flow but the
integrity of your business with
your customers. Data protection
needs to be understood too as
there are different regulations
depending on where inf01mation
is stored and for how long.
Another big consideration is
back-up and what happens if
anything goes wrong perhaps
with corruption.
CBM: Where are the big areas of
development for billing coming
from in the future?
MCW: From our perspective
we offer a bureau billing service
and I think it's imp01tant for us
and the industry in general to
understand what else a reseller
requires. This could be the ability
to credit check their customers
or offer a 24/7 fault service. The
more that people move their
billing out of the office to a
vittual environment, it begs the
question what else could they
do the same with? The big area
for us is bringing all our billing
services and ordering processes
aligned into one pane of glass.
Then identifYing what other
complementary services can be
added to the billing experience.
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